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Abstract

The capture and removal of a continuously produced, migrating Volatile Organic Compound
Ž .VOC plume are demonstrated in a sandbox model using the in-well vapor stripping system. The
transport and removal processes are analyzed using a laboratory-scale aquifer setup and numerical

Žmodeling. The spatial and temporal concentration variations of three VOCs trichloroethylene,
. Ž .toluene and chloroform and one non-volatile tracer potassium were determined using eight

quadruple-level samplers evenly positioned throughout the model aquifer. The electrical conduc-
tivity of the Kq-spiked water was continuously monitored using electrodes placed near the 32
sampling points. Laboratory results were numerically reproduced using 3-D flow and transport
modeling combined with VOC volatilization and removal. The experiment was designed such that

Ž .it was possible to distinguish downgradient between two groundwater bodies; the upper that was
captured by the stripping well, and the lower unaffected by the remediation system. Thereby, the
primary factors of efficiency of this remediation technique were evaluated. q 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the last decade, new technologies for remediation of groundwater contami-
Ž .nated by Volatile Organic Compounds VOCs have been introduced. Since it is natural

to take advantage of the volatility of VOCs dissolved in groundwater by designing
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aeration methods, many current efforts to remediate involve injecting air beneath the
Ž .groundwater table, either into wells, trenches or the aquifer itself Pankow et al., 1993 .

Ž .Among these techniques, several technologies have been introduced: i an under-pres-
Ž . Ž .sure vaporizer well Herrling et al., 1990 ; ii in-situ air sparging involving direct

Žinjection of air into the porous media Angell et al., 1992; Brown and Jasiulewicz, 1992;
. Ž . Ž .Marley et al., 1992 ; and iii in-well vapor stripping Gvirtzman and Gorelick, 1992 .

The third technique is the subject of this investigation.
In-well vapor stripping for removal of VOCs dissolved in groundwater is accom-

plished by injection of air into a well using a combined technique of airlift pumping
with a form of VOC vapor stripping. While groundwater is lifted in the well, VOCs
partition via diffusion into air bubbles. The pumped, partially treated groundwater is
then allowed to infiltrate back into the aquifer, creating a continuous recirculation cell
around the well that allows remediation of a larger aquifer volume. The reader is

Ž .referred to Gvirtzman and Gorelick 1992 for a detailed discussion of this concept.
The method has already been demonstrated using a laboratory-scale artificial sandy

Ž .aquifer which will be referred to as the aquifer , equipped with a stripping well
prototype and a monitoring system. The aquifer was contaminated with a dissolved VOC
plume, which extended around the well. Once the airlift pumping has started, an
exponential decrease of VOC concentrations in space and time was observed. The reader

Ž .is referred to Gonen and Gvirtzman 1997 for a detailed description of the experiments.
Ž .Pinto et al. 1997 have presented 3-D numerical modeling of VOC transport, volatiliza-

tion and removal that took place in these laboratory experiments. They reproduced the
observed breakthrough curves.

These previous investigations were carried out under relatively simple experimental
conditions in which a non-migrating VOC plume only surrounded the well. This study
aims to demonstrate and analyze the remediation processes that take place under
relatively complicated conditions; namely, where a continuous VOC source produces an
elongated plume that migrates downgradient. Once the plume reaches the remediation
system, the stripping well has to efficiently capture and remove the VOCs. Two
fundamental questions are addressed:

1. To what degree the in-well vapor stripping system is able to capture and remove the
dissolved VOCs from groundwater?

2. Can laboratory results be explained through numerical simulations of the primary
transport processes believed to be active at the laboratory scale?

2. Material and methods

We have used the same experimental design and tools described by Gonen and
Ž .Gvirtzman 1997 . In addition, in this study, real-time monitoring of water electrical

resistance was used. Also, groundwater samples were collected at a higher spatial
resolution. What follows is a brief description of the experimental system.
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2.1. The model aquifer

The experimental apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 1. It included a laboratory-scale
aquifer in which a well prototype, a recharge area, and 38 monitoring points were
constructed. The container was made of Plexiglas walls with inner dimensions of

Ž .2.45=0.65=0.98 m. The central part of the container 2.00 m long , containing the
porous material was separated from two water tanks at both sides of the aquifer by a
dense stainless steel screen supported by beehive-like construction. Thoroughly washed

Žcoarse quartz sand, 0.5–0.8 mm diameter, from the Makhtesh Ramon quarry Negev,
.Israel was used. The water table level in the aquifer was regulated by the water levels in

the side-tanks, using vertically-adjusted overflow outputs. The tank was partially filled
with water, creating a 0.50-m-thick saturated zone in which unidirectional steady-state
groundwater flow takes place. This zone was overlain by a 0.50-m-thick unsaturated
one, simulating a phreatic aquifer.

An air-lift pumping well made of Plexiglas pipes was constructed and placed in the
Žcenter of the aquifer. It included three pipes, constructed one inside the other Gonen

.and Gvirtzman, 1997, Fig. 3 . The outer pipe was the well casing, which was fully
screened and further wrapped with fine stainless steel screen, preventing sand grains

Fig. 1. The aquifer model, 200-cm long, 65-cm wide and 100-cm high, includes the remediation-well
prototype, a recharge pool and observation wells. The aquifer, full of sand, contains an unsaturated zone
overlying a saturated one in which groundwater flow takes place. The groundwater table is controlled by the

Ž .water levels at the entrance and exit storage tanks. The observation well enlarged includes four monitoring
horizons, each with a water-sampling tube and water resistance electrodes.
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from entering the well. The inner pipe was an air-line through which air was injected
into the well. The middle pipe was an eductor pipe through which a mixture of water
and air-bubbles was lifted. The injected air was released at a depth of 10 cm above the
base of the aquifer through a bubbler containing a dozen 0.3-mm-diameter holes,
creating tiny bubbles. The air injection rate was controlled by a pressure valve and was
measured by a flowmeter.

Water and air bubbles were lifted in the 1.0-m long eductor pipe, entering a
waterrair separation cylinder. In this chamber, the water remained at a short rest,
allowing air bubbles containing the VOC vapor to be released. The contaminated air was
subsequently transferred into a laboratory hood. The pumped water was diverted away

Žfrom the well and was poured over the surface through a circular recharge zone 60-mm
.radius and infiltrated through the unsaturated zone back to the aquifer.

2.2. Monitoring system

Ž .Eight PVC rods two rows of four rods each — Fig. 1 were emplaced within the
Ž .aquifer. Each rode includes four sensors of electrical resistance a pair of electrodes and

four adjacent thin elastic Tygon tubes for water sampling. Electrical sensors and tube
Žopenings were located at 0.50, 0.35, 0.20 and 0.05 m above the aquifer bottom levels I,

.II, III and IV, respectively . Two additional rods were positioned at the entrance tank;
each includes two electrical sensors and two adjacent sampling tubes, located at 0.50
and 0. m above the base of the aquifer. In addition, two sampling tubes were emplaced
within the stripping well, one at its bottom and another at its top. Syringes and valves
were connected to each of the tubes at the top of the rod, from which water samples
were collected. These rods will be referred to as ‘‘observation wells’’.

Each of the total 38 electrodes measured the electrical resistance of the water at 30-s
frequency. Resistance values were automatically collected and stored using a computer-
controlled Multiplexer and Datalogger. Prior to the experiment, water resistance values
were calibrated in situ, independently for each of the electrodes, with potassium
concentrations, thereby determining each specific cell constant.

2.3. Experimental conditions

The contaminant solution contained three organic compounds: trichloroethylene
Ž .TCE , chloroform and toluene. Their properties are summarized in Table 1. The

Table 1
Properties of contaminants used in the experiments

Compound Formula M.W. Density Solubility Henry’s Const.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .grmole mgrl mgrl at 228C

a bTCE C HCl 131.39 1.455 1100 0.382 3
a bChloroform CHCl 119.38 1.489 784 0.143
c bToluene C H 92.14 0.901 515 0.257 8

a Dilling, 1977.
b Falta et al., 1989.
c Baehr et al., 1989.
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solution was prepared by dissolving the VOCs in methyl-alcohol and then dissolving the
Ž .organic solution in an aqueous solution of potassium chloride KCl . This method

prevented an emulsion from forming. For health and safety reasons, VOC concentrations
in the contaminant solutions used in all experiments were always about 10 ppm or less.
Potassium concentration in the source solution was 325 ppm, compared to 4 ppm in tap
water.

Prior to the experiment, the aquifer was washed with an aqueous solution of sodium
hypochlorite to leach any biomass from the system. Then, the aquifer was thoroughly
washed with 10 pore-volumes of tap water to create homogeneous ‘‘clean’’ initial
conditions. Indeed, VOC concentrations were measured at all sampling points, and
found to be zero.

One hour before the start of the experiment, steady-state groundwater flow conditions
were enforced. A horizontal hydraulic gradient was created by controlling water levels at
0.544 and 0.490 m above the base of the aquifer at the entrance and exit water tanks,
respectively, and an internal recirculation cell was created by air-lift pumping. Using an
excess pressure of 0.3 bar over atmospheric pressure, air was injected into the bottom of
the well at a rate of 14.0"0.5 lrmin, thereby inducing air-lift water pumping at a rate
of 0.50"0.05 lrmin. The pumped water was recharged back to the aquifer at the same
rate. Given these constraints, groundwater entered the aquifer from the entrance tank at a
rate of 0.68"0.05 lrmin, which equaled the rate of groundwater leaving the aquifer
through the exit tank. These rates were held constant at a water temperature of 228C

Ž .during the entire experiment 450 min .
ŽThe experiment started when the entrance tank was mixed instantaneously and

.homogeneously by the source solution to reach the required plume concentration.
Additional contaminated water with the same VOC and potassium concentrations was
continuously introduced at the entrance tank. The original clean groundwater was
gradually displaced. Water samples were collected from four horizons at each of the
eight observation wells from the water tanks on the two sides of the aquifer and from the
top and bottom of the well during the experiment. The samples were collected using
disposable plastic syringes, and immediately afterwards stored in 12-ml glass containers,
covered with Teflon disks and screw-on caps, wrapped with parafilm, and placed in a
refrigerator at 78C for less than 4 weeks.

2.4. Analytical procedure

Water samples were injected into a Purge and Trap Concentrator, Tekmar LSC 2000.
The stripped VOCs were further carried by Helium gas into a Perkin Elmer Autosystem
Gas Chromatograph, separating the compounds and determining their concentrations.
The column used was 20 ft long, 1r8 in. inner diameter, and packed with PT 10%

ŽAlltech At-1000 on Chromosorb W-AW, 80r100. Compressed air and H produced by2
.a Packard 9200 Hydrogen Generator were used for burning at the FID detector. A PE

Nelson 1020 GC Plus Integrator controlled the whole system.
Preparation of standard solutions and calibration of analytical equipment were carried

out following the guidelines of the US EPA method 601 for purgeable halocarbons and
Ž .method 602 for purgeable aromatics Longbottom and Lichtenberg, 1982 . Total analyti-
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cal errors are estimated to be "8%, including "3% for experimental errors and "5%
Ž .for instrumental errors reproducibility .

Ž .Potassium concentrations were measured by ICPAES Thompson and Walsh, 1983
at the geochemical laboratory at Hebrew University. Instrumental errors were estimated
to be "0.5%. Variations in groundwater resistance depend only on changes in potas-

Ž .sium concentrations the effect of variations in VOC concentration is negligible ; thus,
these were used for calibrating the electrical conductivity variations throughout the
experiment.

2.5. Control experiments

Prior to the principal experiment, we re-determined aquifer parameters by running
control experiments using steady-state flow conditions under the same hydraulic gradi-
ent, but without operating the air-lift pumping. This experiment was run because of the
slight changes in the aquifer’s hydraulic parameters that were observed from time to

Ž . Žtime. Variations originated from two main reasons: a development of biomass espe-
. Ž .cially algae in the aquifer under light conditions, and b entrapment of air bubbles in

the saturated zone due to fluctuations in the groundwater table.

3. Results

The continuously introduced contaminated water gradually displaced the original
‘‘clean’’ groundwater. Once the contaminated plume front reached the in-well stripping
system and was captured by the well, VOC concentrations in the pumped groundwater
were lowered, but potassium concentrations were unchanged. This served as a control
tracer.

3.1. Potassium breakthrough curÕes

Variations in potassium concentrations with the course of time at six observation
wells, each at four horizons, are shown in Fig. 2. The sampling points of wells B, D, F
and H are located on a vertical plane, which represent a cross-section through the aquifer
Ž .Fig. 1 . Although both aquifer sides are symmetrical and believed to demonstrate the
same phenomena, differences were detected; thus, wells C and G are presented as well
Ž .Fig. 2e,f . Wells A and E are not shown because they demonstrate the same features as
those of wells B and F, respectively.

Three features are of principal interest. First: at the lower sampling horizon of all
Ž . Žwells Level IV — Fig. 2 , at which the internal recirculation cell induced by pumping

.and percolation has a minor effect, similar sharp breakthrough curves are observed, but
at different times, demonstrating the respective arrival times of the plume front. Second:

Ž .at a given observation well e.g., well B , the contamination front reaches the lower
horizon first, and as time proceeds it reaches higher horizons. In other words, horizontal
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Fig. 2. Potassium concentrations vs. time at selected observation wells. Concentrations are deduced from the
Ž .water electrical-resistance data, which was continuously recorded based on previous in situ calibration .

flow rate is greater with depth. This result is expected because once water percolates
downward from the recharge pool a saturated mound at the groundwater table is formed,

Ž .thereby reducing and reversing at the uppermost horizon horizontal hydraulic gradient
Žat higher horizons an additional reason, variations in hydraulic conductivity, will be

.discussed later . Third: breakthrough curves at the upper two to three monitoring levels
are not sharp, but asymmetric. This observation is also expected because they represent
dilution of the plume front with the pump, percolating-back, ‘‘clean’’ groundwater. As
the experiment proceeds, the contaminant plume reaches the pumping well and concen-
trations at the upper horizons slowly approach those of the source solution.
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A significant difference between breakthrough curves is found at Level III of a given
Žpair of wells with the same distance from the entrance tank for example: Wells D and C

.— Fig. 2b,e, or Wells H and G — Fig. 2d,f . This difference probably reflects spatial
heterogeneity due to packing of the aquifer; i.e., imperfect symmetry of the model
aquifer.

3.2. Stripping ratio

The stripping ratio, S, which reflects the removal of VOCs by a single pass of
groundwater through the in-well vapor stripping system, is expressed by:

C yCintake outlet
Ss 1Ž .

Cintake

where C and C are the concentrations of a particular VOC in extracted andintake outlet

infiltrated groundwater, respectively.

Fig. 3. Concentrations of potassium and toluene vs. time at bottom and top of pumping well, demonstrating the
Ž .stripping effect Table 2 .
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Table 2
VOC stripping at steady-state remediation conditions

aŽ . Ž .VOC C mgrl C mgrl Stripping ratiointake outlet

TCE 4.64 2.16 0.53
Chloroform 5.68 3.39 0.40
Toluene 4.32 2.27 0.47

aCalculated by using Eq. 1.

Concentrations of toluene and potassium at the bottom and top of the stripping well
are shown in Fig. 3. Once groundwater is lifted from the bottom to the top of well,
potassium concentrations do not change, but toluene concentrations are reduced due to
diffusional mass transfer. Table 2 summarizes the VOC concentrations at ts170 min,
when steady-state removal conditions were established at the well vicinity. As can be

Fig. 4. Concentrations of toluene vs. time at selected observation wells.
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seen, a higher stripping ratio occurs when a compound has a higher Henry’s Constant
Ž .Table 1 .

3.3. VOC breakthrough curÕes

Fig. 4 shows the changes in toluene concentrations with time at wells B, D, F and H,
each at several horizons. The three features that are expressed by the potassium

Ž .breakthrough curves are also shown by the toluene ones. 1 At the lowest horizon, a
sequence of plume arrival times is expressed by a sequence of sharp breakthrough

Ž .curves. 2 At a given observation well, faster flow rates are detected at lower horizons
Ž .where the hydraulic gradient is not interfered with percolating water. 3 Mixing of

Ž .contaminated groundwater with percolating partially treated water is detected at the
upper horizons beneath the recharge pool and downgradient.

However, the most important phenomenon is the different behavior of potassium and
Ž . Ž .toluene Fig. 4 . Upgradient e.g., well B , before entering the recirculation cleanup cell,

Ž .toluene concentrations reach the value of the source solution at the entrance tank .
Ž .However, after passing through the in-well stripping system e.g., wells F and H ,

toluene concentrations are much lower due to its partial removal. In fact, results indicate
that the aquifer contains two different water bodies. At the upper two sampling horizons,
it contains partially treated groundwater. At the lower horizon, it contains untreated
groundwater. A mixing zone is found in-between; thus different phenomena are detected

Ž .at level III of Wells F and H due to spatial heterogeneity Fig. 4c,d . The slight decrease
of toluene concentrations towards the end of the experiment probably results from VOC
mass loss at the entrance tank.

Finally, it should be noted that TCE and chloroform exhibit the same features and
processes shown by the toluene. An example of the similar behavior of these three
VOCs is shown in Fig. 5. Accordingly, from here on we will continue to discuss the
toluene behavior only.

Fig. 5. Concentrations of TCE, chloroform and toluene at the lower horizon of well H, demonstrating the
similarity of their behavior.
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4. Numerical simulations

4.1. Flow modeling

Ž . Ž . Ž .Gvirtzman and Gorelick 1992 , Pinto et al. 1997 , and Van Peursen et al. 1998
carried out numerical simulations of the in-well vapor-stripping system. Here, we have

Ž .followed the approach presented by Pinto et al. 1997 . Flow through the entire system
consists of a saturated component and an unsaturated one. Because the unsaturated flow
is limited to the space beneath the recharge pool and because water percolates quickly
from the pool to the water table, we have assumed that recharge is applied directly to the

Žwater table over an area slightly larger than that of the recharge pool during a control
.experiment, it was found to capture an area of 20=20 cm — Fig. 6 . Therefore, in our

modeling, we have neglected the unsaturated flow and considered only saturated flow.
Ž .The equation employed for modeling steady-state saturated flow is Bear, 1979 :

E2 h E2 h E2 h
K q qK qq s0 2Ž .H V s2 2 2ž /Ex Ex Ex1 2 3

where h is hydraulic head, K and K are horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivi-H V

ties, respectively, q is volumetric flux of water per unit volume of aquifer, and x , xs 1 2

and x are coordinate axes of the tank.3

Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. Discretization of the simulation domain along a horizontal and b vertical planes. Sampling cells,
pumping cells and the recharge cells are indicated.
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Table 3
Flow and transport parameters

Parameter Symbol Unit Value
aHorizontal hydraulic conductivity K mrday 60–123H

aAnisotropy K rK – 1H V
aEffective porosity u % 28–35eff

3Pumping rate Q m rday 0.72
Recharge flux I mrday 28.125

2Recharge area A m 0.0256
aLongitudinal dispersivity a m 0.01L

aTransverse dispersivity a m 0.01T
U 2 y5Molecular diffusion D m rday 4=10

bRetardation factor R – 1.00

a Determined by control experiments using potassium breakthrough curves.
b Determined by control experiments using VOC breakthrough curves.

Constant hydraulic heads were applied as boundary conditions at both sides of the
aquifer with storage tanks, and no-flow boundaries along other two sides and bottom.

ŽFig. 7. Steady-state head contours along a vertical cross-section passing through the pumping well and the
.recharge pool and pathlines of particles released at the recharge pool, assuming extraction of groundwater

Ž . Ž .from the aquifer takes place a along the entire well screen or b only in the vicinity of the eductor pipe
opening.
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The aquifer was treated as unconfined in such a way that transmissivity of the
uppermost layer of the discretized flow model was allowed to vary.

ŽNumerical simulations were conducted using MODFLOW McDonald and Harbaugh,
.1988 . The simulation domain was discretized into 101 columns, 32 rows, and 12 layers,

Ž .having a total of 38,784 cells Fig. 6 . Grid spacing was identical at the horizontal plane,
but in the vertical dimension, finer spacing was adopted at the sampling intervals and
coarser spacing between. Flow parameters used are presented in Table 3.

Extraction of groundwater from the aquifer occurred along the well screen. Although
the well screen was fully penetrated, the opening of the inner eductor pipe in which

Žair-lift pumping was taking place was located at the bottom of the well Gonen and
.Gvirtzman, 1997, Fig. 1 . Therefore, at least two approaches can be applied for

modeling. The first is a uniform extraction rate per unit length of the extraction screen.
The second is a limited extraction interval located at the lower part of well at the

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 8. Hydraulic head distribution at a groundwater table layer and b at the 9th layer Fig. 6b .
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Žvicinity of eductor pipe opening and third is any combination; e.g., a linear decrease of
.extraction rate from bottom to top of well . Demonstrations of such possibilities are

Ž .shown in Fig. 7, where pathlines were calculated using PATH3D Zheng, 1995a and
Ž .ModIME Zhang et al., 1996 . Pathlines are shown for particles that are released at the

recharge pool, simulating flowlines of the partially treated groundwater.
These two simulations demonstrate totally different flow fields. Given a uniform

Ž .extraction Fig. 7a , 69% of the particles released at the recharge pool are recaptured by
the well and 31% continue downgradient; while under a differential extraction in which

Ž .extraction is linearly decreased from bottom to top Fig. 7b , 49% are recaptured and
51% continue downgradient. As a larger amount of the partially treated groundwater is
recaptured by the well, it continues to recirculate and VOC concentrations are further
reduced. At the same time, the other fraction of contaminated groundwater, which is not
captured at all by the well, is increased. Therefore, these two simulations differ by the

Žthickness of the untreated groundwater body downgradient at the lower right part of the
.aquifer, wherein no pathlines found — Fig. 7 . Laboratory results support the second

Ž .possibility, because high VOC concentrations at that lower aquifer part Fig. 4 are
detected only at the lowest sampling horizon.

The best-fit head contour plot along a vertical cross-section, which passes through the
pumping well and the recharge pool, is shown in Fig. 7b. Steady-state head distributions
at two horizontal planes taken through the aquifer are shown in Fig. 8. At the 1st layer

Fig. 9. Simulated potassium breakthrough curves at all eight observation wells.
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Ž . Žwater table region , a saturated mound is formed beneath the recharge pool head equals
. Ž .0.063 m above exit-tank water level , and at the 9th layer Fig. 6b , the pumping well

Ž .produces a drawdown cone head equals 0.016 m .

4.2. Transport modeling

Ž .Here also we have followed the approach presented by Pinto et al. 1997 . The
equation employed for modeling equilibrium-controlled sorption contaminant transport

Ž .is the advective–dispersive equation with retardation Bear, 1979 :

EC E EC E qs
R s D y Õ C q C i , js1,2,3 3Ž . Ž .i j i sž /Et Ex Ex Ex ui j i eff

where C is the concentration of dissolved contaminant in groundwater, C is thes

concentration at fluid sources and sinks, R is the retardation factor, D is theij

hydrodynamic dispersion tensor, Õ is the component of the linear groundwater velocityi

in the ith direction, q is the volumetric flux of water per unit volume of aquifer, and us eff

is effective porosity.

Fig. 10. Simulated toluene breakthrough curves at all eight observation wells.
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Ž .Numerical simulations were conducted using MT3D Zheng, 1995b . The transport
modeling grid used was identical to the one used for the flow modeling and a uniform

Fig. 11. Simulated iso-concentration contours of potassium along cross-sections at four time steps of the
experiment.
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time step was used. Transport parameters used are presented in Table 3. Stripping ratios
used, which were assumed to remain constant during the entire experiment, are
presented in Table 2. A retardation factor of unity was assumed for all three VOCs.

Fig. 12. Simulated iso-concentration contours of toluene along cross-sections at four time steps of the
experiment.
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Initial concentration distributions were assumed to be zero for all VOCs and 4 ppm
Ž .for potassium equal to the composition of tap water throughout the aquifer. At the

constant-head boundary of the entrance tank, a potassium concentration of 325 ppm was
assigned and assumed to remain constant through time. However, concentrations of
10.15, 10.4 and 10.0 ppm for TCE, chloroform and toluene, respectively, were assigned
only at the beginning of the experiment. Due to losses of VOCs from the storage
reservoir by volatilization, constituent concentrations were specified over time according
to measurements of water samples taken during the experiment. Considering these mass
losses, the total mass balance error was approximately 3–4%.

Calculated potassium breakthrough curves are shown in Fig. 9 and calculated toluene
breakthrough curves are shown in Fig. 10. It should be noted that due to the assumed
symmetry for the model aquifer, numerical results are precisely identical for each pair of

Ž .wells well A identical to well B, C to D, E to F, and G to H . Contour plots of
Žconcentration along a vertical cross-section that passes through the pumping well and

. Žthe recharge pool and three horizontal sections are shown separately for potassium Fig.
. Ž .11 and toluene Fig. 12 , at four stages of the experiment.

5. Discussion and summary

The best fit between simulated and observed potassium breakthrough curves of both
the main and controlled experiments was provided by assuming gradual increases of
both, horizontal hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity, with depth. The hydraulic
conductivity linearly increased from 60 mrday at the uppermost discretized layer to 123

Ž .mrday at the bottom one, and effective porosity increased from 0.28 to 0.35 Table 3 .
Ž .These parameters are slightly lower than those assigned by Pinto et al. 1997 although

both studies were conducted using the same laboratory aquifer. The differences are
probably related to air bubbles trapped at the groundwater table zone due to its
fluctuations during preparation of the current experimental system.

A second difference between this and the previous studies relates to the assigned
retardation factors. In the current experiments, concentration breakthrough curves of
both potassium and VOCs were detected simultaneously at most observation points. In
other words, no VOC retardation was observed; i.e., Rs1.0 for all three compounds.

Ž .On the other hand, in a previous experiment, Gonen and Gvirtzman 1997 calculated R
to range between 1.2 and 1.4. This difference probably reflects the amount of biomass
developed in the aquifer system.

Some discrepancies can be found between observed and calculated toluene break-
through curves, especially at the third sampling horizon. These discrepancies reflect the
mixing pattern between two water bodies within the aquifer, as follows. Fig. 12d
demonstrates that two distinct groundwater bodies, having different thicknesses, are
created after passing through the in-well stripping system. The upper one contains
partially treated groundwater with concentrations ranging between 10% and 20% of the

Ž .source solution and the lower one contains untreated contaminated groundwater with
concentrations almost equal to those of the source solution. The upper two sampling

Ž .horizons are located within the upper groundwater body, the forth lower sampling
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horizon is located within the lower one, and the third sampling horizon is located at their
mixing zone. At this level, the interface between the upper ‘‘clean’’ water and the lower
contaminated water may fluctuate slightly, as is expressed by the breakthrough curves.
For example, the potassium breakthrough curves at the third sampling horizons of wells

Ž .C and D Fig. 2b,e are quite different. Another example is the toluene concentrations at
Ž .the third level of wells F and H, which exhibit different remediation levels Fig. 4c,d .

These discrepancies may have originated either from non-identical depths of tube
openings through which water samples were taken at these two wells, or may be due to
heterogeneity of the aquifer packing.

The primary factor determining remediation efficiency is the mass transfer of VOCs
from water to air. At this laboratory-scale, the stripping ratio ranges between 30% and
50% and increases up to 60% by incorporating additional losses that took place at the

Ž .recharge pool Pinto et al., 1997 . However, in field demonstrations the stripping ratio
may exceed 90% because the distance over which water is air-lifted is considerably

Ž .greater than in the laboratory Gilmore et al., 1997 . The second factor that determines
remediation efficiency is the geometry of the groundwater flow field established at the
well vicinity due to simultaneous pumping and back percolation. The flow field
geometry within this cleanup cell may be less important where stripping ratios reach
90%. However, where the stripping ratio is less efficient, high remediation efficiency is
possible by enforcing several groundwater cycles through the stripping system. Such a
recycling cleanup cell is easy to create where the VOC plume is limited in its volume

Žandror when groundwater does not migrate as in the case of Gonen and Gvirtzman,
.1997 . However, where a continuous source produces a mobile VOC plume, the in-well

stripping system has to efficiently capture and remove the VOCs. In this case, obviously,
control over the geometry of the flow field established in the well vicinity is the primary
efficiency-determining factor for remediation.

The importance of the flow-field geometry is demonstrated in our laboratory experi-
Ž .ment. At the upper groundwater body Fig. 12 , the in-well vapor stripping system has

removed about 80–90% of the VOCs. However, at the lower groundwater body, which
is located out of the ‘‘clean-up cell’’ capture field, almost no VOCs have been removed.
Moreover, even within the clean-up cell only 80–90% of the VOCs were removed
because groundwater that was captured by the well passed through the well only twice
on the average. In a field remediation project both, complete capture of a contaminant

Ž .plume and several passes through the stripping well depending on the stripping ratio ,
should be engineered so that quality standards are met.
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